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Source Item:
A genealogy of radical Islamic theory and practice [3]
Summary:

A very interesting and thoughtful paper that makes some key points regarding terms
such as 'Islamist' and 'radical Islam'. Worth reading.
In the following paper, I will attempt to give a brief overview of the development and
content of radical Islamic thought and describe the different forms in which this type
of thought is expressed. In order for any long term counter-terrorism strategy to be
effective, it would be self-defeating to focus mainly on the terroristic and violent
aspects which are but the symptoms of an underlying movement. Acts of terror
constitute one outlet of radical Islamic thought, but what is often overlooked is the
propagation (da’wa ) and preparatory activities for jihad of such groups within Islamic
and non-Islamic societies. Whilst not of an immediate threat, I aim to show how da’wa
activities can function as the front organization of jihadist movements and that this
activity poses challenges to the legal infrastructure and the very ethical fabric of
democratic societies.
Within the ideological framework of those dubbed ‘radical’ , and I will return to this
typology shortly, the choice for terrorist acts is mainly a strategic choice, that has
more to do with timing and opportunity than with ideological constraints on the use of
violence. With the same ease as some parties choose to impose their agenda through
violent means, others choose to give expression to their radical thoughts by
undermining society from within the legal structure of that society. Both views
however, emanate in principal from the same conceptual framework in which violence
is by no means prohibited. Furthermore, the division between ‘moderate’ and ‘radical’
is not clear cut either in theory or in practice, and this can be reflected in covert moral,
financial or other support given to radical jihadist organizations by organizations that

are commonly seen as moderate. No legal or political long term counterterrorism
strategy can therefore do without an understanding of the ideas that give rise to these
phenomena.

1.1 Islam, Muslims and Shari’ah law .
There is, as with every religion, a great divide between the religious-political-legal
implications of the canonical texts, and the religious, if not spiritual experience of the
everyday person. When it comes to Islam I always call this the “Catholicization of
Islam” by which I mean the following. As someone who has grown up in an almost
exclusively Catholic part of the Netherlands and who has attended exclusively Catholic
schools, I was always struck by the nature of the religious experience of the self
professed Catholics. As I saw it, a Catholic is someone who is in church during
Christmas, a birth, a death and perhaps during a baptism, but for the rest has no or
very limited knowledge of Catholic liturgy, bible exegesis or even the rudimentary
principles of faith, and depends for his understanding of right and wrong on principles
common to all cultures. His association with Catholicism as a creed is mainly symbolic
and quite often, rather obscure to himself as well.
When I began debates about Islam and Shari’ah with my Muslims students I found the
same pattern; a general and severe lack of knowledge, but unlike Catholics, a deep
identification with Islam as the founding principle of their identity and the object of
their loyalty. Perhaps this is due to their experience as a migrant, but research
indicates this is a universal element in Muslims attitude towards religion. I have no
doubt that the majority of people who identify themselves as Muslim do not wish to
change every society into an Islamic society ruled by Shari’ah law. To many it seems
‘being a Muslim’ has more to do with their family, their traditions and customs of their
country of origin than with Islam as a belief system. The question however, is whether
or not these people are truly aware of the requirements posed on them and their
societies by Shari’ah law. As the writer Sam Harris stated:
“Religious moderation is the product of secular knowledge and scriptural
ignorance."

Whilst this paper will not be able to answer this question, it will show that there is a
large section of Islamic thinkers who would agree with this statement and which hold
that the majority of the Islamic world is essentially in a state of unbelief, thereby
pointing to the divide between the experience of religion and the actual principals and
requirements of that religion.

What constitutes a Muslim? Is the Catholic who performs the minimal level of religious
duties but goes about his daily business without bothering with religious dogma truly a
Catholic? I would say no. More importantly, the Islamic writers, jurists and ideologues
we will be discussing disagree as well.
This has to do with the nature of Islam itself. Oftentimes it is wrongly assumed that
Islamic law (Shari’ah) is a part of Islam but not the same as Islam; that one could even
have an Islam without the Shari’ah. In the words of the eminent scholar Joseph
Schacht however Shari’ah is:
“[..] the epitome of Islamic thought, the most typical manifestation of the Islamic
way of life, the core and kernel of Islam itself. [..] Theology has never been able
to achieve a comparable importance in Islam [..]it is impossible to understand
Islam without understanding Islamic law.”

Of course, one can argue that Islam is what a Muslim says it is, and that therefore any
definition of Islam should be left to Muslims themselves. But this is too simple and it
negates the attraction that the clearly defined dogma of Islam and indeed radical Islam
has on believers. Generally speaking, of the three major monotheistic religions, Islam
is perhaps the most legalistic and at the same time the most static. It “represents an
extreme case of ‘jurists law’.“ While Judaism certainly is equally rich in terms of the
volumes of legal discussion dedicated to the contents of its scriptures, Judaism,
through the Talmudic tradition has institutionalized the concept of debate and doubt,
whereas Islam, especially in its Sunni variety, has for the largest part of its history
been marked by the denial of the ability of independent reasoning (itjihad) and
replaced it with an emphasis on imitation (taqlid). This reluctance for transformation
and adaptation notwithstanding, “ the Shari’ah is a product of articulations of legal
discourses and institutions to varying patterns of society and politics [..] Contrary to
the insistence on unity and perpetuity, the Shari’ah has in fact displayed considerable
variation over time and place.”
Of course the question of application of those laws is a different question. Since
Shari’ah is the ‘core and kernel of Islam itself’, however, I find it difficult to believe
that Islam is what a Muslim says it is. And it is for this reasons that terms such as
‘jihadists’, ‘Islamists’, ‘political Islamists’ or ‘radical Muslims’ are deceiving. For jihad,
politics and the implementation of Islamic edicts and requirements in society are part
and parcel of Shari’ah law and thus of Islam itself.
When one studies the works of jurisprudence (fiqh) on which the Shari’ah is built, one
can see that the Shari’ah incorporates all major fields of law: public, private, criminal,
commercial, family law, the law of war and peace treaties, laws pertaining to rituals
and religion and laws designed to constitute a political framework for the application

of Shari’ah itself. It is “an all-embracing body of religious duties, the totality of Allah’s
commands that regulate the life of every Muslim in all its aspects” Rather than being
an optional part of the religion of Islam, the Shari’ah is the core of Islam and
its principles, norms, values and regulations have been laid down for all
interested persons to read. The idea then that Islam is what a Muslim says it is, is
therefore in my view, and more importantly, in the view of those ‘radicals’ we are
about to analyze, simply not true. The degree to which a modern day Muslim can
deviate from established legal tradition, adapt his own jurisprudence to the
requirements of modern times is the subject of ongoing debate.
To make an analogy; if one looks at the constitution of say the United States, one
would find that its laws have been steeped in tradition, are accompanied by centuries
of more or less uniform jurisprudence and legal practice. To make a radically new
interpretation of its laws is always possible, jurisprudence is after all a human
endeavour. The legitimacy and authority of such a new interpretation, however, are
challenged by the established tradition and practice and thus have to overcome
formidable obstacles if they want to become the new standard of interpretation. The
ongoing debate about the right to bear arms being a point in case. If this is true for
manmade laws, it is all the more true for divine law, and this is exactly the point
brought forth by the radical Islamic jurists.
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Summary:
"Nigeria security has declared war against Christians in this country." — Pastor Kallamu Musa Ali Dikwa,
executive director of Voice of Northern Christian Movement, Nigeria.
While uncritically taking in and conferring refugee status on countless Muslim migrants, European
authorities continued singling out those most in need of sanctuary for deportation.
"Afghanistan is not a safe place for a Christian convert. The Court should ask Switzerland to stop turning a
blind eye to the situation of religious minorities in Afghanistan... Sending a refugee back to a country
where they face persecution because of their faith is incompatible with the Convention." — AFD
International.
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Source Item:
Study Shows Islamic Terrorism is Islamic [10]
Summary:
Although the internet evidently did play a role in the radicalization process, the study showed that face-toface encounters were more important, and that dawa, the proselytizing of Islam, played a central role in
this process, as the men themselves became missionaries for Islam.
The third factor was the establishment of a "them and us" distinction between the radicalized men and the
rest of the world, especially the belief that the West is an enemy of the Muslim world. The distinction also
involved a rejection of democracy and a commitment to the establishment of a caliphate governed by sharia
law, which the men want to bring about either through dawa(proselytizing) or violence (jihad).
"The Islamic State is a byproduct of Al Azhar's programs. So can Al Azhar denounce itself as un-Islamic? Al
Azhar says there must be a caliphate and that it is an obligation for the Muslim world. Al Azhar teaches the
law of apostasy and killing the apostate. Al Azhar is hostile towards religious minorities, and teaches things
like not building churches, etc. Al Azhar upholds the institution of jizya [extracting tribute from nonMuslims]. Al Azhar teaches stoning people. So can Al Azhar denounce itself as un-Islamic?" — Sheikh
Muhammad Abdullah Nasr, scholar of Islamic law, graduate of Egypt's Al Azhar University, explaining why
it refused to denounce ISIS as un-Islamic, 2015.

UK Muslim leader: Allah sent Islam to be “superior over democracy, over
capitalism, over Communism, over secularism” [11]

Source Item:
UK Muslim leader: Allah sent Islam to be “superior over democracy, over capitalism, over Communism, over
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Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/02/2020
Summary:

What are the chances that Abu Haleema will exhort his followers to be loyal, stable,
productive members of British society? Right, about nil. “Allah says: ‘We will strike terror
into the hearts of the infidels.’ ‘We will strike terror into the hearts of those who
disbelieve.” That’s from Qur’an 3:151 and 8:60.

UK taxpayers pay $155 million to fund “Palestinian” schools teaching jihad and
calling for murder of Jews [13]

Source Item:
UK taxpayers pay $155 million to fund “Palestinian” schools teaching jihad and calling for murder of Jews [14]
Country:
Palestine
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/02/2020
Summary:

What an incredible scam the “Palestinians” have perpetrated upon the world.

Macron unveils curbs on foreign imams in France to combat ‘separatism’ [15]

Source Item:
Macron unveils curbs on foreign imams in France to combat ‘separatism’ [16]
Country:
France
News Date:
20/02/2020
Summary:
French President Emmanuel Macron on Tuesday announced measures to end a programme that allowed foreign
countries to send imams and teachers to France in a bid to crack down on what he called the risk of "separatism".

Islamic Reform? Top Muslim University Says 'No' [17]

Source Item:
Islamic Reform? Top Muslim University Says 'No' [18]
Country:
Egypt
News Date:
19/02/2020
Summary:
Largely unknown to and unreported in the West, a large, two-day conference was recently hosted (Jan. 27–28) by
Al Azhar University in Egypt and attended by the leading clerics and politicians from 46 nations.
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Terrorism fears as 3,000 UK children a year go to 'jihadi' schools in Pakistan,
secret government report reveals [22]

Source Item:
Terrorism fears as 3,000 UK children a year go to 'jihadi' schools in Pakistan, secret government report reveals
[23]
Country:
Pakistan
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/03/2019
Summary:
Secret Home Office study says children are taught a 'glorified version of jihad'
Some Pakistani parents take their children to madrasas over the summer holiday
Officials fear that these madrasas will increase the risk of radicalisation
Two of the 7/7 bombers enrolled at madrasas before launching their attack

'We CANNOT watch them all': Scotland Yark anti-terror chief Neil Basu says
officers don't have resources to watch all 3,000 extremist suspects [24]

Source Item:
'We CANNOT watch them all': Scotland Yark anti-terror chief Neil Basu says officers don't have resources to
watch all 3,000 ex [25]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
05/02/2020
Summary:
Met Asst Commissioner Neil Basu says it's not possible to watch every extremist
He called for the public's help to stop future terror attacks and urged 'be vigilant'

Mr Basu also hailed courage of police for stopping terrorist Sudesh Amman
Convicted terrorist stabbed two people in Streatham, south London on Sunday

'I was in al-Qaeda, then spied for MI6 – I know deradicalisation doesn't work' [26]

Source Item:
'I was in al-Qaeda, then spied for MI6 – I know deradicalisation doesn't work' [27]
Country:
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
09/02/2020
Summary:

An American journalist blew Dean’s cover in 2006. But after initial anger, he was relieved;
MI6 smuggled him to a safe house, and as time wore on, he could start to live a normal life.
When an outgoing MI6 boss offered him a job in counter-terrorism and money laundering
at a global bank, he jokes, “I exchanged one form of terrorism for another: al-Qaeda to
banking.” Now, he advises governments, as well as banks, on terrorism, in addition to his
podcasting duties.

Can Muslim Terrorists be Deradicalized? - Part I [28]

Source Item:
Can Muslim Terrorists be Deradicalized? - Part I [29]
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United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
05/02/2020
Summary:

"What we found [in prisons] was so shockingly bad that I had to agree to the language in the original
report being toned down. With hindsight, I'm not sure that was the right decision." — Ian Acheson,
British expert on prisons.

Exploring the Nature of Muslim Groups and Related Gang Activity in Three High
Security Prisons: Findings from Qualitative Research [30]


Source Item:
Exploring the Nature of Muslim Groups and Related Gang Activity in Three High Security Prisons: Findings from
Qualitative Resear [31]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
05/02/2020
Summary:
This external assessment of this paper is stark:

Afghanistan: Extremism & Counter-Extremism [32]

Source Item:
Afghanistan: Extremism & Counter-Extremism [33]
Country:
Afghanistan
News Date:
31/01/2020
Summary:

Afghan authorities have cited the proliferation of unregistered mosques and madrassas (Islamic
religious schools) as a cause of radicalization in the country. The Afghan government requires
mosques to register with the Ministry of Hajj and Religious Aﬀairs and the Ministry of Education.
Nonetheless, only 50,000 of the country’s estimated 160,000 mosques are registered.

UK: Imam tells Muslims that “we aspire to be like” Soleimani [34]

Source Item:
UK: Imam tells Muslims that “we aspire to be like” Soleimani [35]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/01/2020
Summary:

The Mirror says that this man is a “British” imam, but he would likely deny, if he was being
honest, that he is British, and would claim citizenship in the global umma. How many such

imams of this kind can Britain tolerate and remain a free society?

UK: Psychologist behind “deradicalization” scheme says there’s no guarantee
jihadis can ever be “cured” [36]

Source Item:
UK: Psychologist behind “deradicalization” scheme says there’s no guarantee jihadis can ever be “cured” [37]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
04/01/2020
Summary:
Sharia Watch: This article by a Muslim reformer is very worth reading:

Preventing Further Radicalisation Is the Challenge Muslims Must Undertake:
Some Concrete Suggestions [38]
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Source Item:
Preventing Further Radicalisation Is the Challenge Muslims Must Undertake: Some Concrete Suggestions [41]
Summary:
An interesting article with some positive suggestions.
Now the question is, how do we go forward? If we really want to make a difference, we will have to start a
substantive dialogue with the ulema and make sure that they agree to:
1) open the gates of ijtihad, rethinking all tenets of Islam in the light of the situation prevailing today. As
we have not done our homework for over a millennium, this will have to be pretty revolutionary.
2) declare that only constitutive and essential, not the contextual and allegorical verses of Quran, are
meant to guide us today.
3) compile Qur'anic verses in the order in which they were revealed, thus restoring primacy to Meccan
verses that mostly constitute the essential and universal teachings of Quran, as they can be understood
without any need for knowing the context in which they were revealed.
4) declare that Ahadees cannot be considered any form of revelation from God. Islamic State’s millenarian
thesis is almost entirely based on ahadees, though they use some allegorical verses of Quran as well. The
claim of al-Baghdadi leading an end-time war, al-Malhama, just before the final Armageddon, has been a

big draw. Some Muslims have come to think life on earth has no meaning left in the times of al-Malhama
and so are rushing to join the war.
5) declare that Sharia (fiqh) is not divine. It was created over a century after the demise of the Prophet by
ulema who tried to codify laws on the basis of Qur'anic postulates and Arab cultural practices.
6) declare clearly that Islam believes in co-existence with other religions, not dominion over the world.
7) re-define commonly used Islamic terms like Muslim, kafir, mushrik, ahl-e-kitab, jihad, qital, farz, sunnat,
etc.

In a word, we must evolve a truly Islamic and a coherent theology of peace and co-existence, moderation
and modernity, to counter the very coherent theology of violence and xenophobia, intolerance and
supremacism that Jihadi ulema have created over centuries. All ulema say Islam is a religion of peace and
co-existence. It's time for them to walk their talk. But if they refuse to consider change, we will need to
directly reach the Muslim masses.

.Sharia Watch: this point on madrassa education particularly stood out for us!
Madrasa education is a serious violation of the human rights of Muslim children. It destroys their lives and
fills their minds with xenophobia and intolerance.

Sweden shuts down Islamic school over “radicalization” concerns [42]

Source Item:
Sweden shuts down Islamic school over “radicalization” concerns [43]
Country:
Sweden
News Date:
12/12/2019
Summary:
There may be a glimmer of hope for Sweden after all…
The Swedish School Inspectorate has revoked a Gothenburg Islamic school’s licence due to concerns that
pupils may be exposed to radical Islamic ideology.

Gunman in Florida base shooting may have embraced radical ideology years before

arriving in U.S., Saudi report says [44]

Source Item:
Gunman in Florida base shooting may have embraced radical ideology years before arriving in U.S., Saudi report
says [45]
Country:
Saudi Arabia
United States of America (the)
News Date:
11/12/2019
Summary:

'Deadly Delusions': Europe's Deradicalization Programs [46]

Source Item:
'Deadly Delusions': Europe's Deradicalization Programs [47]
Country:
European Union
France
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
09/12/2019
Summary:
Sharia Watch: Jihad is rooted in Islamic doctrines [48] Time for the UK government to recognise reality!

WATCH NEW VIDEO OF CORBYN EMBRACING RADICAL CLERIC AFTER HE WAS
FOUND TO HAVE DISSEMINATED ANTISEMITIC BLOOD LIBEL [49]

Source Item:
WATCH NEW VIDEO OF CORBYN EMBRACING RADICAL CLERIC AFTER HE WAS FOUND TO HAVE
DISSEMINATED ANTISEMITIC BL [50]
Country:
Israel
Palestine
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/12/2019
Summary:
New video [51] has emerged of Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn embracing the The firebrand Islamic cleric, after he

was found by the [52]

One of U.K.’s Most Prolific Extremist Cells Is Regrouping [53]

Source Item:
One of U.K.’s Most Prolific Extremist Cells Is Regrouping [54]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
18/05/2018
Summary:

Even as fellow European countries worry about hardened Islamic State
fighters returning from Syria and Iraq, Britain has another problem: the
re-emergence of a homegrown militant cell, Al Muhajiroun, one of
Europe’s most prolific extremist networks, which was implicated in [55]

Australia: Muslim accused of downloading info on weapons and recruiting Muslim
teens for jihad [56]

Source Item:
Australia: Muslim accused of downloading info on weapons and recruiting Muslim teens for jihad [57]
Country:
Australia
News Date:
05/12/2019
Summary:

“Sydney man accused of joining ISIS, radicalising teens online,” by Sarah Swain, [58]

Nigeria: Military releases 983 suspected Boko Haram jihadis, tells them “go and
sin no more” [59]

Source Item:
Nigeria: Military releases 983 suspected Boko Haram jihadis, tells them “go and sin no more” [60]

Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
03/12/2019
Summary:

What could possibly go wrong?

Trying to reform jihadists is straight out of Evelyn Waugh [61]

Source Item:
Trying to reform jihadists is straight out of Evelyn Waugh [62]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
03/12/2019
Summary:

Evelyn Waugh specialised in black comedy – and the London Bridge incident was, as I say, tragedy. But
there is a read-across from one to the other which makes the 90-year-old novel worth re-reading. I would
make three points.
One is that the search for redemption among prisoners is a profoundly good task, but the facts suggest
that most criminals do not achieve it. (Or if they do, it is by the mercy of God, not through well-meaning
courses.) So a certain caution is warranted.

London Bridge jihadi’s solicitor says “deradicalization” help he got “not enough,”
needed “jihadist ideology expert” [63]

Source Item:
London Bridge jihadi’s solicitor says “deradicalization” help he got “not enough,” needed “jihadist ideology
expert” [64]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
02/12/2019
Summary:

So once again, as always, jihad violence is the Inﬁdel’s fault. If only the British authorities
had gotten the poor lamb the help he was crying out for, all would have been well.

Sweden: Six Muslims, including imam, ordered deported for “radicalization,” but
may not be deported [65]

Source Item:
Sweden: Six Muslims, including imam, ordered deported for “radicalization,” but may not be deported [66]
Country:
Sweden
News Date:
04/11/2019
Summary:
“But it is uncertain if any of the men will be able to be deported because they risk persecution in their home
country.” And that is much, much more important than the risk they pose to Swedish citizens.

Islamist Radicalization in Bulgaria [67]

Source Item:
Islamist Radicalization in Bulgaria [68]
Country:
Bulgaria
News Date:
01/11/2019
Summary:
Sharia Watch View:

France: Two Muslim police officers in Paris have weapons taken away on
suspicions of “radicalization” [69]

Source Item:
France: Two Muslim police officers in Paris have weapons taken away on suspicions of “radicalization” [70]
Country:
France
News Date:
13/10/2019
Summary:

How long before “Islamophobia” charges are leveled and they’re reinstated?

Ground shifts in Indonesia's economy as conservative Islam takes root [71]

Source Item:
Ground shifts in Indonesia's economy as conservative Islam takes root [72]
Country:
Indonesia
News Date:
29/08/2019
Summary:
A growing body of “born-again” Muslims are driving social changes that also have an economic impact,
encouraging everything from Muslim-targeted housing to Shariah banking.
Conservative Islamic groups were largely repressed during the 32-year rule of strongman Suharto, but since his
downfall in 1998, they have emerged as a growing force, although officially, Indonesia remains secular.

Meghan cookbook mosque linked to 19 terror suspects including 'Jihadi John' in
group's investigation [73]

Source Item:
Meghan cookbook mosque linked to 19 terror suspects including 'Jihadi John' in group's investigation [74]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/11/2018
Summary:
A community kitchen [75] supported by the Duchess of Sussex is housed inside a mosque linked by experts to
individuals connected to “terrorist acts” and run by an imam who says girls who listen to music risk becoming
strippers.

Saudis fund hardline British TV station the Islam Channel [76]

Source Item:
Saudis fund hardline British TV station the Islam Channel [77]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
18/11/2018
Summary:

Ofcom is investigating Islam Channel over concerns it has aired extreme views.

Extremist preacher Shakeel Begg invited to Labour anti-racism rally [78]

Source Item:
Extremist preacher Shakeel Begg invited to Labour anti-racism rally [79]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/11/2018
Summary:
Labour activists were condemned for inviting a known 'extremist' preacher to an anti-racism rally. Shakeel Begg,
an imam, was listed as a speaker at a Lewisham Labour Against Racism meeting on Tuesday, alongside two
Labour MPs, local activists, trade unionists and students.

Ofsted uncovers ‘extremely worrying’ material in unregistered schools [80]

Source Item:
Ofsted uncovers ‘extremely worrying’ material in unregistered schools [81]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
31/10/2018
Summary:
The Chief Inspector of Schools, Amanda Spielman, has written to the Public Accounts Committee about the risks
to schools.

Police Officer in Charge of Security for Charlie Hebdo Boss Allegedly Linked to
Islamic Radicalism [82]

Source Item:
Police Officer in Charge of Security for Charlie Hebdo Boss Allegedly Linked to Islamic Radicalism [83]
Country:
France

News Date:
30/10/2018
Summary:
A French police officer in charge of security for Charlie Hebdomanaging editor Riss has been relieved of duty
after investigators found he had viewed radical Islamic material and feared he may have become radicalised
himself. The officer, who was a member of the Service de la protection (SDLP) which protects high-profile
dignitaries, was suspected of radicalisation following concerns from the Directorate General of Internal Security
(DGSI), France’s domestic intelligence agency, BFMTV [84]

A report out today laments the high numbers of foreign-trained leaders of UK
mosques [85]

Source Item:
A report out today laments the high numbers of foreign-trained leaders of UK mosques [86]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
24/02/2014
Summary:
The Quilliam Foundation is an interesting body because it hopes to achieve a more Muslim Britain as much as any
of the Islamist parties it criticises; but it means to get there by fair means rather than foul. The headline that
comes out of its latest report (pdf) [87] is that almost all the imams in British mosques are foreign.

UK mosques can play a role in radicalisation [88]

Source Item:
UK mosques can play a role in radicalisation [89]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
17/07/2015
Summary:
Amid increasing fears of radicalisation of young British Muslims, questions are being asked about the role
mosques and Muslim organisations in the country are playing, or failing to play, to stop this dangerous phenomenon. Estimates of British membership in the Islamic State (ISIS) range from 500-2,000, according to British
Muslim Member of Parliament Khalid Mahmood in November 2014. But questions remain over how to counter
this dangerous ideology that is increasingly gaining purchase among some segments of the British Muslim
community, with many calling for tighter regulation of mosque

Ten more independent faith schools issued warnings by DfE [90]

Source Item:
Ten more independent faith schools issued warnings by DfE [91]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
18/10/2018
Summary:
An Islamic school that breached the Equality Act by treating boys and girls unequally was among 10 failing
independent faith schools recently issued warning notices by the government. The Department for Education
(DfE) published 25 warning notices [92] to independent schools last Friday.

Maajid Nawaz debates Anjem Choudary [93]


[93]
Summary:
Maajid Nawaz debates with Anjum Choudary.

Why aren’t we taking the Islamist threat seriously? [94]


Source Item:
Why aren’t we taking the Islamist threat seriously? [95]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/08/2018
Summary:
Last June, in the wake of the London Bridge attack, in which three jihadists killed eight and injured 48 armed with
12-inch knives and a van, the prime minister, Theresa May, said it was time for some ‘difficult conversations’
about extremism.
A year later, and it feels like we have barely even started such a conversation.

“In facing Islamism, our elites have betrayed us”, says French top journalist in
mindblowing interview [96]

Source Item:
“In facing Islamism, our elites have betrayed us”, says French top journalist in mindblowing interview [97]
Country:
France
News Date:
09/10/2018
Summary:
While inter-community violences have now been recognised [98] by none other than France’s exMinister of Interior, top journalist Yves Mamou is accusing the French elites of closing their eyes on
immigration and the Islamisation of the country.

Banned Islamist group is using children as young as 13 to peddle books
supporting suicide bombing and jihad in Britain [99]

Source Item:
Banned Islamist group is using children as young as 13 to peddle books supporting suicide bombing and jihad in
Britain [100]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/09/2018
Summary:

Group allowed a 13-year-old to sell pamphlets comparing Westerners to animals
This is despite founder, Hizb ut-Tahrir’s claim only over-16s can ‘engage’ in work
Terrorism experts called on Government to ban group for ‘radicalising children’

Islamic school in Birmingham teaching hate but the establishment are praising it!
[101]



[101]

Shame of Britain's Muslim schools: Secret filming shows pupils being beaten and
'taught Hindus drink cow p***' [102]

Source Item:
Shame of Britain's Muslim schools: Secret filming shows pupils being beaten and 'taught Hindus drink cow p***'
[103]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
13/02/2008
Summary:
Undercover footage shows pupils being taught religious apartheid
Muslims who adopt Western ways will be 'tortured in afterlife'
Unprovoked beatings captured on camera in Yorkshire madrassa
Boy threatened with bench by senior student left in charge of class

*British* doctor is 'captured fighting for ISIS in Syria' amid fears more UK
extremists are still in hiding following the fall of Mosul and Raqqa [104]

Source Item:
*British* doctor is 'captured fighting for ISIS in Syria' amid fears more UK extremists are still in hiding following
the fall o [105]
Country:
Syrian Arab Republic
News Date:
23/09/2018
Summary:
Video of man with Birmingham accent posted on Twitter linked to Kurdish militia
He said he was called Anwar Miah and had been in Syria for the last four years
Masked man: ‘I came here to work with the general people and work in general hospitals. I’ve been
working in hospitals since I came here'

Extremists Hizb ut-Tahrir targeting inner-city youth in Birmingham [106]

Source Item:
Extremists Hizb ut-Tahrir targeting inner-city youth in Birmingham [107]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
22/09/2018
Summary:
An extremist group banned in more than a dozen countries has launched a recruitment drive in an inner-city
neighbourhood that is linked to more homegrown terrorists than anywhere else in the UK, The Times has learnt.
Hizb ut-Tahrir, whose purpose is to re-establish the caliphate in the Middle East with Sharia law, has relocated to
the Sparkhill area of Birmingham, which has been home to several convicted terrorists, including the UK’s first alQaeda inspired terrorist.



We should revive our treason law and put the likes of Anjem Choudary behind bars
for life [108]

Author(s):
Will Heaven [109]
Telegraph(UK) [110]

Source Item:
We should revive our treason law and put the likes of Anjem Choudary behind bars for life [111]
Summary:
The question remains: how is it that a prisoner considered so dangerous [112] one minute that he has to be kept
apart from murderers, is the next considered safe enough by the justice system to be released into the public? The
answer is the limitations of the law. Choudary was sentenced to five and a half years for encouraging British
Muslims to join Islamic State. Jurors heard that he had sworn an oath of allegiance to the terrorist group, a
moment described by the Metropolitan Police as a “turning point”, since at last they had evidence that he had
stepped over the line into outright criminality.
...
What the report authors – including a Tory and Labour MP – argued for was that the law should provide for more
severe punishment in view of the true nature of the wrong: a new offence, which would revive the ancient law of
treason. This change is urgently required. Between 2006 and 2017, some 193 people were given prison sentences
for terrorism offences – 80 of whose sentences are due to expire by the end of this year [113]. (The figure actually
understates the number of convicted terrorists due to be released in the near future, given that prisoners can be
released half way through their sentences.)

4 deported inc imam for Islamist links [114]

Source Item:
4 deported inc imam for Islamist links [115]
Country:
Italy
News Date:
19/09/2018
Summary:
A Tunisian imam and four Egyptian men were deported for State security reasons Wednesday after a probe
turned up evidence they were close to radical Islamist circles. Italy has now expelled 89 people this year for these
reasons, and 326 since January 2015.

Dozens of Muslim charities probed in UK [116]

Source Item:
Dozens of Muslim charities probed in UK [117]
Country:

United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
17/09/2018
Summary:
Regulators have opened dozens of investigations into UK Muslim charities over the last five years following
weapons discoveries, the unmasking of extremists in religious schools and allegations of terrorist financing,
analysis of official data shows.

Why aren't we taking the Islamist threat seriously? [118]

Author(s):
Tom Slater [119]
Spiked Online [120]

Source Item:
Why aren't we taking the Islamist threat seriously? [121]
Summary:
A slew of convictions should remind us that nihilism lurks in Britain. it’s been a long, hot summer – and a busy one
for counterterror officials. While the prosecution of the suspect in the attempted car attack in Westminster this
month is only starting to get underway, there have been a slew of terror trials and convictions that have quietly
concluded these past few months.
...
Taking far-right extremism seriously doesn’t mean exaggerating the threat it poses. Small neo-Nazi grouplets and
murderous racist loners are frankly not a comparable threat to a global jihadist movement actively recruiting and
inciting British youth.
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